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Abstract
Class-conditional extensions of generative adversarial networks (GANs), such as

auxiliary classifier GAN (AC-GAN) and conditional GAN (cGAN), have garnered at-
tention owing to their ability to decompose representations into class labels and other
factors and to boost the training stability. However, a limitation is that they assume that
each class is separable and ignore the relationship between classes even though class
overlapping frequently occurs in a real-world scenario when data are collected on the
basis of diverse or ambiguous criteria. To overcome this limitation, we address a novel
problem called class-distinct and class-mutual image generation, in which the goal is to
construct a generator that can capture between-class relationships and generate an image
selectively conditioned on the class specificity. To solve this problem without additional
supervision, we propose classifier’s posterior GAN (CP-GAN), in which we redesign the
generator input and the objective function of AC-GAN for class-overlapping data. Pre-
cisely, we incorporate the classifier’s posterior into the generator input and optimize the
generator so that the classifier’s posterior of generated data corresponds with that of real
data. We demonstrate the effectiveness of CP-GAN using both controlled and real-world
class-overlapping data with a model configuration analysis and comparative study. Our
code is available at https://github.com/takuhirok/CP-GAN/.

1 Introduction
In computer vision and machine learning, generative adversarial networks (GANs) [8] have
become a prominent model owing to their ability to represent high-dimensional data in a
compact latent space and to generate high-fidelity data [4, 14, 15, 27, 46]. In particular,
class-conditional extensions of GANs (e.g., auxiliary classifier GAN (AC-GAN) [28] and
conditional GAN (cGAN) [25, 26]) have garnered attention owing to their two strong prop-
erties: (1) The supervision of class labels makes it possible to decompose representations
into class labels and other factors. This allows the generator to generate an image selectively
conditioned on class labels [11, 12, 25, 26, 28, 47]. (2) The additional information simpli-
fies the learned target from an overall distribution to the class-conditional distributions. This
contributes to stabilize the GAN training [4, 26, 28, 46].

However, a limitation is that they assume that each class is separable and ignore the
relationship between classes. This not only restricts applications but also causes difficulty
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Figure 1: Example of class-distinct and class-mutual image generation. Given class-
overlapping data (a), a typical class-conditional image generation model (e.g., AC-GAN;
(b)) is optimized conditioned on discrete labels (b-i) and generates data of each class sep-
arately (b-ii). In contrast, our class-distinct and class-mutual image generation model (i.e.,
CP-GAN; (c)) represents between-class relationships in the generator input using the classi-
fier’s posterior (c-i) and generates an image conditioned on the class specificity (c-ii). Classes
frequently overlap in a real-world scenario when classes are confusing (d).

in modeling class-overlapping data even though class overlapping frequently occurs in a
real-world scenario when data are collected on the basis of diverse or ambiguous criteria.
Figure 1 shows an example. In Figure 1(a), class A includes digits that are smaller than five
and class B contains even digits. In this case, “0,” “2,” and “4” belong to both classes. Given
such class-overlapping data, a typical class-conditional image generation model (e.g., AC-
GAN [28]) is optimized conditioned on discrete labels (Figure 1(b-i)) and generates data of
each class separately (Figure 1(b-ii)) without considering the between-class relationships.

To remedy this drawback, we address a novel problem called class-distinct and class-
mutual image generation, in which the goal is to construct a generator that can capture
between-class relationships and generate an image selectively on the basis of the class speci-
ficity. To solve this problem without additional supervision, we propose classifier’s poste-
rior GAN (CP-GAN), in which we redesign the generator input and the objective function of
AC-GAN for class-overlapping data. Precisely, we employ the classifier’s posterior to rep-
resent the between-class relationships and incorporate it into the generator input, as shown
in Figure 1(c-i). Additionally, we optimize the generator so that the classifier’s posterior
of generated data corresponds with that of real data. This formulation allows CP-GAN to
capture the between-class relationships in a data-driven manner and to generate an image
conditioned on the class specificity, as shown in Figure 1(c-ii).

To the best of our knowledge, class-distinct and class-mutual image generation is a novel
task not sufficiently examined in previous studies. To advance this research, in the exper-
iments, we introduce controlled class-overlapping data on CIFAR-10 [18] and report the
benchmark performance with a model configuration analysis and comparative study. Classes
frequently overlap in a real-world scenario when classes are confusing, as shown in Fig-
ure 1(d). Hence, we also evaluated CP-GAN using such real-world class-overlapping data.

Overall, our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We tackle a novel problem called class-distinct and class-mutual image generation:
given class-overlapping data, the goal is to construct a generator that can capture
between-class relationships and generate an image selectively conditioned on the class
specificity.

• To solve this problem, we propose CP-GAN, in which we redesign the generator input
and the objective function of AC-GAN for class-overlapping data. This formulation
allows CP-GAN to solve this problem without additional supervision.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of CP-GAN using both controlled and real-world
class-overlapping data with a model configuration analysis and comparative study.
Our code is available at https://github.com/takuhirok/CP-GAN/.
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2 Related work

Deep generative models. Along with GANs, prominent three deep generative models are
variational autoencoders (VAEs) [16, 33], autoregressive models (ARs) [37], and flow-based
models (Flows) [7]. All these models have pros and cons. A well-known weakness of GANs
is training instability; however, this has been improved in recent work [1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 14, 15,
22, 24, 27, 29, 34, 39, 46, 48]. In this study, we focus on GANs owing to their flexibility in
designing the latent space. This makes it easy to incorporate conditional information, such
as our classifier’s posterior. Conditional extensions have been proposed for other models
[17, 21, 32, 38, 42], and incorporating our ideas into them is a promising direction of future
work.

Disentangled representation learning. Naive GANs do not have an explicit structure in
the latent space. Hence, their latent variables may be used by the generator in a highly en-
tangled manner. To solve this problem, recent studies have incorporated supervision into
the networks [11, 12, 13, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31, 36, 41, 44, 45]. However, their learnable
representations are restricted to the given supervision. To overcome this limitation, unsuper-
vised [5, 12] and weakly supervised [11, 12, 20, 23] models have been also proposed. Our
proposed CP-GAN is a weakly supervised model because it learns a class-specificity con-
trollable model only using weak supervision (i.e., discrete labels). The difference from the
previous models is that CP-GAN incorporates class specificity. In this aspect, class-distinct
and class-mutual image generation is different from typical class-wise interpolation (or cat-
egory morphing in [26]) because the latter interpolates between classes regardless of class
specificity. We further discuss these relationships in Section 3.5.

3 Class-distinct and class-mutual image generation

3.1 Notations and problem statement

We first define notations and the problem statement. We use superscripts r and g to denote
the real distribution and the generative distribution, respectively. Let xxx ∈X and yyy ∈ Y be the
image and the corresponding class label, respectively. Here, X is the image space X ⊆ Rd ,
where d is the dimension of the image. Y is the label space Y = {yyy : yyy ∈ {0,1}c,111>yyy = 1},
where c is the number of classes and we use a one-hot vector form to represent labels. We
address the instance-dependent class overlapping: class overlapping that occurs depending
on the image content. In such a situation, class-distinct and class-mutual states are deter-
mined relying on the underlying class posterior pr(yyy|xxx). For example, when pr(yyy|xxx) is close
to 1 for a specific class, xxx is a class-distinct image. In contrast, when pr(yyy|xxx) has some values
for multiple classes, xxx is a class-mutual image.

Our goal is, given discretely labeled data (xxxr,yyyr)∼ pr(xxx,yyy), to construct a class-distinct
and class-mutual image generator that can selectively generate an image conditioned on the
class specificity (i.e., pr(yyy|xxx)). This is challenging for typical conditional GANs because
they learn a generator conditioned on the observable discrete yyyr and cannot incorporate the
class specificity. To solve this problem without additional supervision, we develop CP-GAN,
in which we redesign the generator input and the objective function of AC-GAN, as shown
in Figure 2(b). In the next sections, we review AC-GAN (which is the baseline of CP-
GAN), clarify the limitations of AC-GAN in class-overlapping data, and introduce CP-GAN.
Finally, we summarize the relationships with previous class-conditional extensions of GANs.
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Figure 2: Comparison of AC-GAN (a) and CP-GAN (b). A green rectangle indicates a
discrete label (or hard label), while an orange rectangle indicates a classifier’s posterior (or
soft label). In CP-GAN, we redesign the generator input and the objective function of AC-
GAN to construct a generator that is conditioned on the class specificity. CP-GAN requires a
classifier’s posterior for real data (sssr) for generating an image. To mitigate this requirement,
we introduce pGAN (c) that learns a classifier’s posterior distribution.

3.2 Baseline: AC-GAN
AC-GAN [28] is a class-conditional extension of GAN. Its aim is to learn a conditional gen-
erator G that transforms the noise zzzg and the label yyyg into the image xxxg, i.e., xxxg = G(zzzg,yyyg),
where zzzg is the noise sampled from a normal distribution pg(zzz) =N (0, I) and yyyg is the class
label sampled from a categorical distribution pg(yyy) = Cat(K = c, p = 1/c). To achieve this
aim, AC-GAN uses two losses, namely an adversarial loss [8] and auxiliary classifier (AC)
loss [28]. We illustrate the AC-GAN architecture in Figure 2(a).
Adversarial loss. The adversarial loss is defined as

LGAN = Exxxr∼pr(xxx)[logD(xxxr)]+Ezzzg∼pg(zzz),yyyg∼pg(yyy)[log(1−D(G(zzzg,yyyg)))], (1)

where D is a discriminator that attempts to find the best decision boundary between the real
images xxxr and the generated image xxxg = G(zzzg,yyyg) by maximizing this loss, while G attempts
to generate an image xxxg indistinguishable by D by minimizing this loss.
AC loss. The AC losses of real images and generated images are respectively defined as

Lr
AC = E(xxxr ,yyyr)∼pr(xxx,yyy)[− logC(yyy = yyyr|xxxr)] = E(xxxr ,yyyr)∼pr(xxx,yyy)[−yyyr> logsssr], (2)

Lg
AC = Ezzzg∼pg(zzz),yyyg∼pg(yyy)[− logC(yyy = yyyg|G(zzzg,yyyg))] = Ezzzg∼pg(zzz),yyyg∼pg(yyy)[−yyyg> logsssg], (3)

where sssr = C(yyy|xxxr) and sssg = C(yyy|G(zzzg,yyyg)) are classifier’s posteriors (or soft labels) for a
real image and generated image, respectively. By minimizing Lr

AC, C learns to classify the
real image xxxr to the corresponding class yyyr. Subsequently, G attempts to generate an image
xxxg classified to the corresponding class yyyg, by minimizing Lg

AC.
Full objective. In practice, shared networks between D and C are commonly used [9, 28].
In this configuration, the full objective is written as

LD/C =−LGAN +λ
rLr

AC, LG = LGAN +λ
gLg

AC, (4)

where λ r and λ g are trade-off parameters between the adversarial loss and the AC loss for
the real image and generated image, respectively. D/C and G are optimized by minimizing
LD/C and LG, respectively.

3.3 Limitations of AC-GAN in class-overlapping data
To explain the limitations of AC-GAN in class-overlapping data, we use a toy example:
data that consist of two-class Gaussian distributions with class overlapping, as shown in
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Figure 3: Comparison of training procedures in the AC losses. (a) In the AC loss of real
data, C is optimized to capture the class overlapping state in xxxr (a-i). (b) In AC-GAN, G
is optimized so that the classifier’s posterior for the generated data (sssg; b-iii) is close to the
discrete prior (yyyg; b-ii). This enforces G to generate class-separate data (b-i). (c) In contrast,
in CP-GAN, G is optimized so that the classifier’s posterior for the generated data (sssg; c-iii)
is close to the classifier’s posterior for the real data (sssr; c-ii). This allows G to generate
class-overlapping data (c-i) that are close to real data (a-i).

Figure 3(a-i). Our goal is to construct a generative model that mimics these distributions.
For an easy explanation, we rewrite the AC losses in Equations 2 and 3 as

Lr
KL-AC = E(xxxr ,yyyr)∼pr(xxx,yyy)DKL(yyyr‖sssr), (5)

Lg
KL-AC = Ezzzg∼pg(zzz),yyyg∼pg(yyy)DKL(yyyg‖sssg), (6)

where we rename the AC losses Lr
AC and Lg

AC as the KL-AC losses Lr
KL-AC and Lg

KL-AC,
respectively. Here, DKL(yyy‖sss) = yyy> logyyy− yyy> logsss is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
between yyy and sss, where we represent the distributions in a vector form (yyy and sss). In practice,
we ignore yyy> logyyy because it is constant when it is fixed (e.g., given as the ground truth).

Both the KL-AC losses bring sssr and sssg close to yyyr and yyyg, respectively, in terms of the KL
divergence; however, there is a difference for the optimization target. In Lr

KL-AC, the input
of C (i.e., xxxr) is fixed and the parameters of C are optimized. Namely, the class overlapping
state in xxxr is maintained during the training, as shown in Figure 3(a-i). This encourages the
classifier’s posterior (sssr) to be optimized to represent the class overlapping state (Figure 3(a-
iii)) even when the ground truth class prior (yyyr) is discrete (Figure 3(a-ii)). In contrast, in
Lg

KL-AC, C is fixed and the input of C (i.e., xxxg = G(zzzg,yyyg)) is optimized. Unlike in Lr
KL-AC,

there is no restriction that promotes G to follow the class overlapping state. As a result, the
classifier’s posterior (sssg) is optimized to be close to the discrete prior (yyyg; Figure 3(b-ii)), as
shown in Figure 3(b-iii). This encourages the generative distribution (xxxg) to be close to the
separate state, as shown in Figure 3(b-i). In this manner, AC-GAN prefers to learn separate
class distributions even when classes overlap.1

3.4 Proposal: CP-GAN
To overcome these limitations, we redesign the generator input and the objective function of
AC-GAN, as shown in Figure 2(b). First, to represent the between-class relationship in the
generator input, we replace the discrete prior (yyyg) with the classifier’s posterior of real data
(sssr). By this modification, in CP-GAN, the generator is formulated as xxxg = G(zzzg,sssr).

Second, to render the classifier’s posterior of the generated data (sssg) close to sssr instead
of discrete yyyg, we reformulate the KL-AC loss of the generated data (Equation 6) as

Lg
KL-CP = Ezzzg∼pg(zzz),xxxr∼pr(xxx)DKL(sssr‖sssg), (7)

1Refer to Shu et al. [35], who explain these limitations of AC-GAN from a Lagrangian perspective.
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where sssr =C(yyy|xxxr) and sssg =C(yyy|G(zzzg,sssr)). We rename the KL-AC loss as the KL-CP loss.
By minimizing this loss, G is encouraged to generate data of which classifier’s posterior (sssg)
is close to that of real data (sssr) in terms of the KL divergence.

An advantage of CP-GAN is that the distribution shape of its generator prior (i.e., sssr)
is determined in a data-driven manner. When real data has class overlaps (Figure 3(a-i)),
sssr represents the class overlapping state (Figure 3(a-iii)). This allows G to generate class-
overlapping data (Figure 3(c-i)). When real data is discrete, sssr also becomes discrete, i.e.,
close to yyyg. In this case, CP-GAN is close to AC-GAN. Another advantage is that CP-GAN
does not require an additional network, compared with AC-GAN (Figures 2(a) and (b)).
Additionally, CP-GAN does not require extra supervision. This means that the calculation
cost and the annotation cost are almost the same between AC-GAN and CP-GAN.
Prior GAN (pGAN). As shown in Figure 2(b), when generating an image, CP-GAN requires
xxxr to calculate the generator prior sssr =C(yyy|xxxr). To alleviate this requirement, we additionally
introduce prior GAN (pGAN) that mimics the distribution of sssr. As shown in Figure 2(c),
pGAN has the cGAN formulation [25] and the objective function is defined as

LpGAN=E(xxxr ,yyyr)∼pr(xxx,yyy)[logDp(sssr,yyyr)]+Ezzzg
p∼pg

p(zzz),yyy
g
p∼pg

p(yyy)[log(1−Dp(Gp(zzzg
p,yyy

g
p),yyy

g
p))], (8)

where Gp and Dp are a generator and a discriminator, respectively; zzzg
p is the noise sampled

from a normal distribution pg
p(zzz) =N (0, I) and yyyg

p is the class label sampled from a categor-
ical distribution pg

p(yyy) = Cat(K = c, p = 1/c). When generating an image using pGAN and
CP-GAN, we first generates a classifier posterior sssg

p = Gp(zzz
g
p,yyy

g
p) using pGAN and subse-

quently generates an image xxxg = G(zzzg,sssg
p) using CP-GAN. Note that sssr is simpler than xxxr;

therefore, it is relatively easy to learn a generator that mimics sssr. In Section 4, we empirically
find that almost no degradation occurs by using Gp(zzz

g
p,yyy

g
p) instead of sssr.

3.5 Relationships with previous class-conditional extensions of GANs
In Table 1, we summarize the relationships between CP-GAN and previous class-conditional
extensions of GANs, including typical models (i.e., cGAN with a concat discriminator [25]
and AC-GAN [28]) and state-of-the-art extensions (i.e., cGAN with a projection discrim-
inator [26] and conditional filtered GAN (CFGAN) [11]). Our technical contributions are
three-fold. (1) We incorporate the classifier’s posterior into the generator input to represent
between-class relationships. (2) We redesign the discriminator objective function and intro-
duce the KL-CP loss to make the classifier’s posterior of generated data correspond with that
of real data. (3) We additionally introduce pGAN that mimics the classifier’s posterior of
real data. As demonstrated in Section 4, these modifications allow the generator to capture
the between-class relationships and generate an image conditioned on the class specificity
even where the previous class-conditional extensions of GANs fail to do so.

Model Generator Discriminator
Formulation Input Formulation Objective

AC-GAN [28] G(zzzg,yyyg) yyyg ∼ Cat D(xxx) with C(yyy|xxx) AC loss
cGAN (concat) [25] G(zzzg,yyyg) yyyg ∼ Cat D(xxx,yyy) Concat D

cGAN (projection) [26] G(zzzg,yyyg) yyyg ∼ Cat D(xxx,yyy) Projection D
CFGAN [11]† G(zzzg,mmmg) mmmg ∼Mix cond. on yyyg ∼ Cat D(xxx,yyy) with Q(mmm|xxx,yyy) Cond. MI loss

CP-GAN G(zzzg,sss) sss =C(yyy|xxxr) (or sss = Gp(zzz
g
p,yyy

g
p)) D(xxx) with C(yyy|xxx) KL-CP loss

Table 1: Relationships between CP-GAN and previous class-conditional extensions of
GANs. †Naive CFGAN assumes that the number of classes is only two. For comparison
purposes, we extend this to class mixture setting.
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4 Experiments
In this section, we empirically verify the proposed model on controlled class-overlapping
data in Section 4.1 and real class-overlapping data in Section 4.2. Due to the space limitation,
we briefly review the experimental setup and only provide the important results in this main
text. See the supplementary material at https://takuhirok.github.io/CP-GAN/
for details and more results.

4.1 Experiments on controlled class-overlapping data

4.1.1 Experimental setup

Dataset. To examine the benchmark performance on our novel task (class-distinct and class-
mutual image generation), we used CIFAR-10 [18] in which we constructed the class over-
lapping states in a controlled manner.2 We consider three settings to cover various situations.
(1) CIFAR-10 (Figure 4(b)): This is the original CIFAR-10 dataset. We used this setting to
confirm whether CP-GAN does not cause a negative effect even in class non-overlapping
data. (2) CIFAR-10to5 (Figure 4(c)): We divided the original ten classes (0, . . . ,9; defined
in Figure 4(a)) into five classes (A, . . . ,E) with class overlapping. In this setting, class over-
lapping exists between partial two-class pairs. Hence, classes may overlap (e.g., between A
and B) or not overlap (e.g., between A and C). (3) CIFAR-7to3 (Figure 4(d)): We divided
the original seven classes (0, . . . ,6) into three classes (A,B,C) with class overlapping. In this
setting, we need to handle three different states: a class-distinct state (e.g., A→ 0), two-class
overlap state (e.g., A∩B→ 1), and three-class overlap state (e.g., A∩B∩C→ 6).

Evaluation metrics. We used two evaluation metrics for comprehensive analysis, i.e., class-
distinct and class-mutual accuracy (DMA) and Fréchet inception distance (FID) [10]. (1)
DMA: To confirm whether a model can generate class-distinct and class-mutual images
selectively, we introduced DMA. We first generate an image conditioned on either a class-
distinct or class-mutual state, and calculate the accuracy for the expected state. For example,
in CIFAR-10to5 (Figure 4(c)), the class-distinct state for A is represented by yyyA, where yyyX
is a one-hot vector denoting the class X . When an image is generated from yyyA, the image is
expected to be classified as class 0 (airplane). In contrast, the class-mutual state for A∩B
is represented by (yyyA + yyyB)/2. When an image is generated from (yyyA + yyyB)/2, the image is
expected to be classified as class 1 (automobile). We compute this accuracy for all class-
distinct and class-mutual states and report the average accuracy over all states. (2) FID: To
assess the generated image quality, we used the FID that measures the distance between pr

and pg in Inception embeddings.3

4.1.2 Analysis of model configurations

Generalization and memorization. A DNN classifier can memorize even noisy (or ran-
dom) labels [43]. This is critical for CP-GAN because when C memorizes labels completely,
it is difficult to capture between-class relationships. However, appropriately tuned explicit
regularization (e.g., dropout) can degrade the training performance on noisy data without
compromising generalization on real data [3]. This indicates that it may be possible to learn

2We chose this dataset because it is commonly used both in image generation [9, 19, 27] and in noisy label
image classification [3, 43]. For the latter task, class labels are corrupted in a controlled manner, as here.

3Another typical metric is the Inception score (IS) [34]. However, its drawbacks have been indicated by the
recent studies [10, 19]. Therefore, we used the FID in this study.
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(b) CIFAR-10 (no overlap)(a) Correspondence table

Figure 4: Illustration of class overlapping settings. (a) 0,1, . . . represent airplane, automo-
bile, . . . , respectively. (b) This is the original CIFAR-10 dataset (no overlap). In (c) and (d),
we divided the original ten and seven classes into five and three classes, respectively, follow-
ing class labels denoted by alphabet letters (A,B, . . . ). During the training, we can only use
these alphabet class labels and cannot observe the digit class labels (0,1, . . . ).

No. Condition CIFAR-10 CIFAR-10to5 CIFAR-7to3
DMA ↑ FID ↓ DMA ↑ FID ↓ DMA ↑ FID ↓

1 Dropout W/ 95.4 11.6 77.4 12.2 60.1 13.6
2 W/o 94.8 12.7 51.7 14.9 37.9 18.4
3

# of shared blocks

0 96.8 20.3 56.7 20.9 43.3 23.9
4 1 96.5 19.0 61.0 19.9 40.1 22.4
5 2 94.8 15.3 72.6 15.2 33.9 35.7
6 3 95.7 13.0 78.1 13.6 59.0 16.7
7 Iter. of adding Lg

KL-CP
20k 95.0 12.3 71.2 13.5 49.9 15.4

8 40k 95.8 12.5 63.8 15.0 46.8 14.8
9

λ g
0.2 96.8 11.2 88.7 12.4 72.2 14.5

10 0.4 97.1 12.0 95.0 12.5 82.0 14.6
11 1 97.4 13.8 96.8 13.9 91.1 15.3

Table 2: Analysis of model configurations. No. 1 is the default model (with dropout, four
shared blocks, using Lg

KL-CP from the beginning, and λg = 0.1). In the other models, only the
target parameters are changed. In DMA, the larger the value, the better. In FID, the smaller
the value, the better.

a well-regularized C in CP-GAN by configuring a model appropriately. To detail this prob-
lem, we analyzed model configurations while focusing on the components that affect the
regularization of C. We examined three aspects: (1) The effect of explicit regularization
(i.e., dropout). (2) The effect of a shared architecture between D and C. (3) The effect of
joint training between LGAN and Lg

KL-CP. We implemented the models based on WGAN-
GP ResNet [9] as commonly used benchmarks.

Nos. 1–8 of Table 2 show the results. (1) In the comparison with and without dropout
(nos. 1–2), dropout helps to improve both DMA and FID. Regularization by dropout may
prevent the models from converging to a few modes (e.g., only class-distinct states) and allow
G to capture both class-distinct and class-mutual states. (2) When comparing the number of
shared blocks (nos. 1, 3–6), DMA and FID tend to become better (or comparable) as the
shared number increases. This indicates that the shared architecture also acts as an effective
regularizer. (3) When comparing timing of using Lg

KL-CP (nos. 1, 7–8), joint training in an
early stage (in which C prioritizes learning a simple pattern [3]) helps to improve DMA.
Through this analysis, we confirm that explicit regularization, shared architecture, and joint
training from the beginning are useful for regularizing C and preventing the memorization.
Effect of trade-off parameter λ g. Another important parameter that affects the perfor-
mance is λ g, which weights the importance between the adversarial loss and the KL-CP
loss. Nos. 1, 9–11 of Table 2 compare the results for λ g. We observe a trade-off: the larger
λ g improves the DMA but degrades the FID. However, we find that in class-overlapping
cases (i.e., CIFAR-10to5 and CIFAR-7to3), the degradation of the FID is relatively small in
λ g ∈ [0.1,0.4] while improving the DMA by a large margin.
Effect of pGAN. As discussed in Section 3.4, CP-GAN requires a real xxxr to obtain the
generator input sssr. To mitigate this requirement, we introduced pGAN that instead generates
sssr using randomly sampled variables (i.e., zzzg

p and yyyg
p). Here, we examined the performance

of the combination of pGAN and CP-GAN. In particular, we used CP-GAN listed in no. 1 of
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Configuration GAN CIFAR-10 CIFAR-10to5 CIFAR-7to3
DMA ↑ FID ↓ DMA ↑ FID ↓ DMA ↑ FID ↓

WGAN-GP

AC-GAN 94.9 12.5 36.6 13.7 30.2 14.7
cGAN 81.0 15.9 32.3 16.9 26.2 18.8

CFGAN – – 50.9 15.8 43.0 16.8
CP-GAN 97.1 12.0 95.0 12.5 82.0 14.6

SN-GAN

AC-GAN 90.4 12.7 31.4 13.6 30.5 15.5
cGAN 87.6 10.8 36.2 13.7 27.5 16.6

CFGAN – – 54.5 16.4 43.1 20.8
CP-GAN 95.2 11.4 64.9 13.0 51.6 15.2

Table 3: Comparing class-conditional extensions of
GANs in controlled class-overlapping data.

AC-GAN

cGAN

CFGAN

Expected

states
E
 ∩

 A

A
 ∩

 B

A B B
 ∩

 C

C C
 ∩

 D

D D
 ∩

 E

E

CP-GAN

Airplane

Automobile

Bird

Cat

Deer

Dog

Frog

Horse

Ship

Truck

Figure 5: Generated images on
CIFAR-10to5.

Table 2. The FID scores for CIFAR-10, CIFAR-10to5, and CIFAR-7to3 are 11.7, 12.2, and
13.7, respectively. They are comparable to the scores in no. 1 of Table 2 (the difference is
within 0.1).

4.1.3 Comparison with previous class-conditional extensions of GANs

To verify the effectiveness of CP-GAN, we compared it with three models discussed in Sec-
tion 3.5: (1) AC-GAN [28]; (2) cGAN with a projection discriminator [26], which uses
D(xxx,yyy) instead of the combination of D(xxx) and C(yyy|xxx); (3) CFGAN [11], with a manually
defined class-mixture prior as the generator prior. Unlike CP-GAN, CFGAN requires defin-
ing the class-mixture method in advance. We mixed two classes and three classes uniformly
for CIFAR-10to5 and CIFAR-7to3, respectively. We did not test CFGAN on CIFAR-10 be-
cause this dataset has no class overlaps. We implemented the models based on WGAN-GP
ResNet [9].4 For fair comparison, we also tested SN-GAN ResNet [27], which is the optimal
GAN configuration for cGAN.
Results. We list the results in Table 3. When using WGAN-GP, CP-GAN outperforms the
other models in terms of both DMA and FID in all datasets. When using SN-GAN, CP-
GAN outperforms the other models in terms of the DMA in all datasets. As of the FID,
cGAN achieves the best performance in CIFAR-10. This coincides with the results in [26].
However, we find that it does not necessarily work best in class-overlapping data. Thus,
it is important to consider class-distinct and class-mutual image generation separately from
typical discrete class-conditional image generation. Figure 5 shows the generated images.
CP-GAN succeeds in selectively generating class-distinct (red font) and class-mutual (blue
font) images corresponding with the expected states, whereas the other models fail to do so.

4.2 Experiments on real-world class-overlapping data
We tested CP-GAN on Clothing1M [40], which consists of 14-class clothing images. The
data are collected from shopping websites in a real-world scenario and include many misla-
bels resulting from confusion, as shown in Figure 1(d) (the annotation accuracy is 61.54%).
This dataset contains 1M noisy and 50k clean labeled data as training sets. We used only
noisy labeled data to address the most realistic setting. Our goal is to construct a generative
model that can capture class mixture resulting from confusion and generate class-specific and
class-ambiguous images selectively. Based on the findings in Section 4.1, we implemented

4Based on the findings in Table 2, we apply dropout to all models and fix λ g = 0.4 in AC-GAN and CP-GAN.
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GAN DA ↑ FID ↓
AC-GAN 46.3 9.3

cGAN 49.5 11.4
CP-GAN 65.1 6.8

Table 4: Comparing class-
conditional extensions of GANs
in real-world class-overlapping
data.

AC-GAN

Expected

states

T-Shirt
Shirt

Knitwear

Chiffon
Sweater

Hoodie

Suit
Shawl

Dress

Windbreaker
Jacket

Down Coat

Vest
Underwear

cGAN

CP-GAN

49.5 49.2 23.7 52.4 5.9 27.0 23.8 70.4 81.3 60.5 35.0 60.7 54.3 54.7

44.8 48.0 25.7 37.6 34.0 35.8 52.5 64.8 73.1 44.9 74.9 52.6 41.8 62.4

51.4 60.2 42.2 55.7 33.6 48.6 86.3 67.9 92.7 67.6 91.9 74.2 70.6 68.1

Figure 6: Generated images on Clothing1M. Number
below images indicates the per-class DA.

CP-GAN based on WGAN-GP ResNet [9] and applied dropout (we call this configuration
WGAN-GP ResNet-Dropout). We also tested two models as baselines: (1) AC-GAN [28]
(with WGAN-GP ResNet-Dropout) (2) cGAN with a projection discriminator [26] (with
SN-GAN ResNet).5 To shorten the training time, we resized images from 256× 256 to
64× 64. In this dataset, class-mutual states are not given as ground truth; therefore, it is
difficult to calculate the DMA. Hence, we instead reported class-distinct accuracy (DA), i.e.,
we calculated the accuracy only for the class-distinct states (i.e., yyy is a one-hot vector).
Results. We list the results in Table 4. We confirm that CP-GAN works better than AC-
GAN and cGAN in terms of DA and FID even in real-world class-overlapping data. These
results indicate that class-overlapping data could cause learning difficulties in previous class-
conditional models, and it is important to incorporate a mechanism like ours. We present the
qualitative results and per-class DA in Figure 6. CP-GAN succeeds in generating the most
class-distinct images in terms of the per-class DA in most cases (12/14). We tested the
combination of CP-GAN and pGAN also in this dataset. This achieves the FID of 6.8, which
is the same as the score listed in Table 4.

5 Conclusions
This study introduced a new problem called class-distinct and class-mutual image genera-
tion, in which we aim to construct a generative model that can be controlled for class speci-
ficity. To solve this problem, we redesigned the generator input and the objective function of
AC-GAN, and developed CP-GAN that solves this problem without additional supervision.
In the experiments, we demonstrated the effectiveness of CP-GAN using both controlled
and real-world class-overlapping data along with a model configuration analysis and a com-
parative study with state-of-the-art class-conditional extensions of GANs. Based on our
findings, adapting our method to other generative models such as VAEs [16, 33], ARs [37],
and Flows [7] and using it as a data-mining tool on real-world complex datasets remain
interesting future directions.
Acknowledgement. We would like to thank Hiroharu Kato, Atsuhiro Noguchi, and An-
tonio Tejero-de-Pablos for helpful discussions. This work was supported by JSPS KAK-
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5We also tested cGAN with WGAN-GP ResNet-Dropout, but we found that it suffers from severe mode collapse
during training. Hence, we instead used SN-GAN ResNet, which is an optimal configuration for cGAN.
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